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TWO YEAR GCSE PLANNER
ENGLISH – MODEL 1 – LINEAR STRUCTURE
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Speaking and Listening
Task One – A643

Work on Imaginative
Writing Skills – A642

Read Prose or Literary
Non Fiction Text for study
– A641

Speaking and Listening
Task Two – A643

Read Shakespeare Text for
study – A641

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

June Module

Work on Information and
Ideas Paper – A680

Enter
A680

Final Speaking and
Listening Session – A643

Enter All CA work

Summer 2

Exam work

Complete Shakespeare
Controlled Assessment
task – A641 ( or allow
further research over
holiday period and
complete task on return
in Year 11)

Controlled
Assessment

Year 10

Work on Information and
Ideas Paper – A680

Sit Controlled Assessment
language, explaining why language Units – A642

Work on Poetry – A641
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Summer 2

Exam work

Speaking and Listening
Task Three – A643

Work on Imaginative
Writing Controlled
Assessment tasks – A642.

Controlled
Assessment

Year 11

Work on Information and
Ideas Paper – A680

poken

ak

June Module

Speak

clearly

language variation
language
express meanings

Understand how meaning is constructed thro
texts, including multimodal texts and at least
of language. Evaluate the ways in which
to the perspective of the reader.
according to audience and reader. Make a rang

Explo

Autumn 2

Work on Information and
Ideas Paper – A680

Read and study Modern
Drama text for Literature
Unit – A662

Speaking and Listening
Task One – A652

Work on Imaginative
Writing Skills – A651

Spring 2

Summer 1

June Module

Summer 2

Look at contemporary
poems for Literature
study or unseen – A664

Exam work

Read Shakespeare Text
for study and view linked
texts – A661
Take Controlled
Assessment Task

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Look at final selection
of contemporary poems
for Literature or unseen
– A664

Read and study Literary
Heritage prose text –
A664

Read and study Different
cultures text – A663

Speaking and Listening
Task Two – A652

Spring 2

Sit Imaginative writing
Controlled Assessment
tasks

Summer 1

June Module

Revise for Literature units
– A662/A663/ A664

Sit
A662
A663
A664
A680

Revise Language Unit –
A680

Speaking and Listening
Task Three – A652
Complete Speaking and
Listening work

Spoken Language
study – A652 and either
complete Controlled
Assessment Task or sit
task on return in Year 11
after student research

Introductory work on
Spoken Language Study
– A652

Read two poems or
selection for Literary
Heritage Poetry CA Task
– A661
Take Controlled
Assessment Task

Work on Information and
Ideas paper – A680

Work on Imaginative
writing unit – A651

Controlled
Assessment

Year 11

Spring 1

Exam work

Autumn 1

Controlled
Assessment

Year 10

TWO YEAR GCSE PLANNER
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND ENGLISH LITERATURE – MODEL 2 – LINEAR STRUCTURE

Complete controlled
Assessment task for
Extended Literary Texts
– A651 using any of
the texts studied or the
generic tasks

Enter CA Units
A651
A652
A661

Summer 2

TWO YEAR PLANNER
GCSE ENGLISH AND LIVING TEXTS – LINEAR STRUCTURE
Spring 1

Spring 2

Start reading Shakespeare
text for Unit B931

Complete analytical
Shakespeare task for Unit
B931

Complete recreative task
for Prose or Literary Non
Fiction text – B932

Work on Information and
Ideas Paper – A680

Read Shakespeare Text for
study – A641

Speaking and Listening
Task 2 – A643

Speaking and Listening
Task 1 – A643

Read Prose or Literary
Non Fiction Text for study
– A641

Complete Shakespeare
Controlled Assessment
Task.

Sit Controlled Assessment
task for prose text.

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Complete comparative
task for Unit B933.
Using one of the texts
already studied plus a
new text of students’
choice.

Complete presentation
for Unit B933.
This could be a crossover
Speaking and Listening
exercise for English Unit
A643.

Speaking and Listening
Task A643.

Complete second
Imaginative Writing
Controlled Assessment
task. A642

Summer 1

June Module

Summer 2
Complete analytical
poetry task for Unit B931

Living Texts

Autumn 2

Living Texts

Complete recreative
task from a new genre
for Unit B932. Link
task to Information and
Ideas texts used for
A680. Use a genre in this
area e.g.: travel writing,
autobiographical writing,
and media reports.
Work on Information and
Ideas Paper – A680

GCSE English

Year 11

GCSE English

Year 10

Autumn 1

Work on Imaginative
Writing Controlled
Assessment tasks – Text
Development Task A642.
Sit Controlled Assessment
task – A642

Use presentation above
as one Speaking and
Listening exercises.

This uses the three texts
used in English A641
unit- Prose, Poetry and
Drama as crossover
texts in B931, one piece
for B932 and B933. The
other text for B932 is
linked to the A680 unit.

Read poems for Poetry
– A641
Complete Poetry
Controlled Assessment
task

Summer 1

June Module

Summer 2

Enter All Units

Revise Information and
Ideas Paper – A680
Final Speaking and
Listening Session – A643
Tidy up Controlled
Assessment work

Enter A680 exam
Enter all CA Units

This is a combination for
those students studying
sole GCSE English who
would like to gain a
Literature qualification
alongside this but GCSE
Literature is not suited
to their needs.

